Analysis of temporal requirements for myocardial tissue velocity imaging.
Movements of myocardial walls include components of high velocity and short duration calling for a high sampling rate in the acquisition of tissue velocity imaging data. This study aims at establishing the optimal sampling requirements for tissue velocity imaging measurements. In 16 healthy individuals, tissue velocity imaging data were acquired at a frame rate of 141-203 frames/s for a subsequent off-line analysis using software enabling a reduction of the sampling rate to 50%, 25% and 12.5% of the initial frame rate. Different components of the myocardial velocity profile were measured at each of these frame rates. The deviation of the results from the initial values increased markedly at decreasing frame rates, producing an underestimation of peak systolic and diastolic velocities, most other measured parameters being overestimated. A cut-off point for an acceptable < or =10% deviation of the results corresponded to at least 70 frames/s for peak systolic and early diastolic velocity, and to at least 100 frames/s for other systolic and diastolic parameters. A high sampling rate is essential for a proper rendering of tissue velocity imaging signals, too low frame rates resulting in inferior accuracy of the results. This should be kept in mind while viewing reported tissue velocity imaging data.